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Abst rac t - -We investigate the spectra for the orientation-free four-velocity model. Continuum- 
mechanic and free-molecular limit results were obtained by setting the rarefaction parameter to be 
both extrema. It seems the orientation-free four-velocity model can replace fixed-orientation six- and 
eight-velocity models. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Discrete velocity models have been intensively investigated since the 1970s [1-3]. Most of the 
spectral problems related to these simple coplanar velocity models [4], however, attracts only a 
few researchers' attention [2,5]. Previous attempts used fixed-orientation discrete velocity models, 
after comparison with experiments, gave rather physical results, especially for the four-velocity 
model [6]. In this presentation, we extend the four-velocity model to be orientation-free and 
then reexamine the spectral problems. We only consider the plane-wave cases. We note that, in 
certain sense (on some length scale), a vortex could be treated as a combination of concentrated 
vorticity (core) with its surrounding irrotational fluid (flow) [7]. Thus, they could be, in certain 
sense, similar to the hard-sphere particles when the elastic scattering or collision for a system of 
them being in consideration. Thus, our study here may give clues to the sound propagation in 
a system of discrete vortices or vortex gases. Our preliminary results show that orientation-free 
four-velocity model can capture those spectra obtained by using fixed-orientation four-, six-, and 
eight-velocity models. 
2. FORMULATIONS 
We assume that the gas is composed of identical particles of the same mass. The velocities of 
these particles are restricted to, e.g., ul,  u2 , . . . ,  Up, p is a finite positive integer. The discrete 
number density of particles are denoted by Ni(r, t) associated with the velocity ui at point r and 
time t. If only nonlinear binary collisions are considered, using the microreversibility property 
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which will be defined later and considering the evolution of N~, we have 
--Ot + ui • VN i  : E E AktNkNti] _ Ak~NiNj  , i :  1 , . . .  ,p, 
j= l  (k,l) 
where (k, l) are admissible sets of collisions. We may then define the RHS of above equation as 
1 kz " 
j,k,l 
with i 6 A :{1 , . . .  ,p}, and the summation is taken over all j, k, l c A~ where A~ are nonnegative 
constants atisfying 
A~ I = A~ j = AI j, indistinguishability of the molecules in collision, 
Aik j (u~ + uj -- uk -- uL) = 0, conservation of momentum in the collision, 
A~ = Ak! microreversibility condition. 
The conditions defined for the discrete velocity above requires that elastic, binary collisions, such 
that momentum and energy are preserved ui + uj = uk + ul, luil 2 + lujl 2 = [uk] 2 + lull 2, are 
possible for 1 ~ i, j, k, l <_ p. 
The collision operator is now simply obtained by joining Ai~ to the corresponding transition 
kl through kl = S[ui - ujl a m where, probability densities aij Aid i j  , 
p 
E kz : 1, Vi , j  : 1,.. ,p; aik~ > O, aij 
k, / : l  
with S being the effective collisional cross-section. If all q (p : 2q) outputs are assumed to be 
equally probable, then kl_ aij--1/q for all k and l, otherwise aijkl---- O. 
The term Slui - ujl dt is the volume spanned by the molecule with ui in the relative motion 
w.r.t, the molecule with uj in the time interval dr. Therefore, S[u{ - u j lN  j is the number of 
j-molecules involved by the collision in unit time. 
Collisions which satisfy the conservation and reversibility conditions which have been stated 
above are defined as admissible collisions. 
Ul 
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Figure 1. Reference frame for four-velocity model. 
Thus, the model of discrete Boltzmann equation [6] is a system of 2n(= p) semilinear partial 
differential equations of the hyperbolic type 
-~Ni  + ui " N,i - n NjNy+n - NiNi+n, i = 1 , . . . ,  2n, (1) 
j= l  
where Ni --- Ni+•n are unknown functions, and ui : c(cos[0 + (i - 1)~/n],sin[O + (i - 1)~/n]); 
c is a reference velocity modulus, 0 is the orientation starting from the positive x-axis to the 
ul direction. See Figure 1. 
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To study the spectral problems related to the discrete velocity models, we shall obtain the 
dispersion relations for the sound propagation in hard-sphere monatomic gases [2]. Since the 
passage of the sound wave causes a small departure from equilibrium (Maxwellian type) resulting 
in energy loss owing to internal friction and heat conduction, we linearize above equations around 
a uniform Maxwellian state (No) by setting N~(t,x) = No (1 + Pi(t ,x)) ,  where Pi is a small 
perturbation. After some manipulations, we then have 
~-ff + c 2 cos 2 0 + n ~x  2 + 4cSNo Dm 4cSNo 0 = n ~Dk,  (2) 
k=l  
where Dm= (Pro + Pro+?2)/2, m = 1 , . . . ,  n, since D1 =Dm for 1 = m (mod 2n). We are ready 
to look for the solutions in the form of plane wave Dm= am exp i ( kx  - ~t) ,  (m = 1, . . . ,  n), with 
= w(k). This is related to the dispersion relations of 1D forced ultrasound propagation of 
rarefied gases problem. So we have 
( l+ ih  2A2 cos2 [to + (m - 1)Tr]) i h~ 
- am - - -  ak  = O, m = 1 , . . . ,n ,  (3) 
n n k=l 
with 
A-  ' c h = 4cS N° o( 1 
where h is the rarefaction parameter of the gas; Kn is the Knudsen number which is defined as 
the ratio of the mean free path of gases to the wave length of ultrasound. 
Let am = C/(1 + ih - 2A 2 cos2[tO + (m - 1)Tr/n]), where C is an arbitrary, unknown constant, 
since we here only have interests in the eigenvalues of above relation. The eigenvalue problems 
for different 2n-velocity model reduces to F?2 (A) = 0, or 
• ?2  
l_ih Z: 1 
n m=l 1 + ih - 2A 2 cos 2 [tO + (m - l i l t /n] = 0. (4) 
We shall only investigate n = 2, i.e., four-velocity case here. The corresponding eigenvalue qua- 
tions become algebraic polynomial-form with the complex roots being the results of As. For the 
2 x 2-velocity model, we obtain F(A) = 0 or 
1 - (~)  f i{  1 } 
m=l  1 + i h -  2A 2 cos 2 [tO A- (m - 1)7r/2] = 0. (5) 
3. D ISCUSSIONS 
We can observe that the orientation to will let the degree of the complex-coefficient polynomial 
or F(A) change from 2 to 4. For one extreme case, i.e., h = 0, we have roots 
A2 - i _ I 
2 cos 2 0 2 sin 2 0' 
The only possible case lies at 0 = ±r /4  and there is no attenuation (Ai = 0). 
For the other extreme case, h ~ c¢, if tO = 0, we recover those results of the continuum- 
mechanic limit [2,5,6]. But, if tO # 0, as the analysis becomes much more difficult, we should 
resolve it by using numerical approach (h = 100) and plot the results (one branch for both real 
and imaginary parts of the roots) into Figure 2. There is an essential discontinuity near tO = 0. 
The other branch has trivial results (At ~ 1.0 and Ai ~ 0.0). We only calculate those of tOs up 
to ~r/4 as spectra of orientation effects are symmetric w.r.t, tO = 7r/4. 
We notice that the complete calculations for all cases of tO # 0 and h # 0 for the four-velocity 
model could cover those of six- and eight-velocity models with tO = 0 as reported in [2,5,6]. 
Thus, for coplanar velocity models, orientation-free four-velocity model may resolve some physical 
problems welt enough. There is no need, at least, after our preliminary check here, to use six- or 
eight-velocity model for the study of the propagation of ultrasound wave in monatomic gases [6]. 
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Figure 2. Variations of ,~r and ,Xi w.r.t. 0 for h = 100. 
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